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On the Working Capital Needs of

Social Entrepreneurs

 

The following study summarizes research conducted by the School for Social

Entrepreneurs (SSE) Ontario on behalf of DUCA Foundation’s Impact Lab. DUCA

wishes to support purpose-driven entrepreneurs in managing their need for

working capital and seeks to understand entrepreneurs’ current cash

management strategies, with or without the assistance of traditional financial

service providers.  

 

SSE offers social entrepreneurs from diverse backgrounds training, support,

network building, and tools to help them achieve the change they wish to see in

the world. SSE understands the challenges faced by social entrepreneurs, and

recognizes the importance that greater access to capital plays in the success of

social enterprises serving communities that face social, political, and economic

barriers. These communities tend to be “underbanked”, meaning they do not

enjoy sufficient access to formal financial services offered by retail operators like

public and cooperative banks.  

 

Toward this end, between August and October 2018, SSE undertook a series of 11

in-depth qualitative interviews with social entrepreneurs in the SSE community.

The research captured stories yielding qualitative insights into the challenges that

may be faced by the wider entrepreneurial community. More specifically, the

study sought to uncover: the entrepreneurs’ top categories for operational

expenditures; how venture operations are financed before sale completion and

between sales; the process by which revenue is collected and becomes available

to the entrepreneur; financial strategies entrepreneurs use to deal with cash

flow irregularity; and, the impact of cash flow shortfalls.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION
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After compiling and analyzing the interview results, we observed that no participant

was being fully served by traditional financial service providers, and some were left

out of formal financial services altogether. Every participant described a rich set of

cash-flow workaround strategies that preserve their financial stability and minimize

downside losses. We were struck by how few had been able to optimize operations

for maximum, rapid growth, and profit for reinvestment. The interviews suggest an

unmet demand for low-cost financial instruments that help smooth venture cash

flow. As such, we believe that DUCA Impact Lab would do well to test new financial

products that speak to the unmet capital working needs of social entrepreneurs. 

 

 

 

 

Founded in 1997 in London, England, SSE was created to assist everyday people in

launching a social purpose business, non-profit organization, cooperative, or social

venture for the benefit of their community. SSE came to Canada in 2012 and was

recognized by StartUp Canada in 2015 for “Best Support to Entrepreneurs in Ontario”.

SSE is a project on Tides Canada’s shared platform, which supports on-the-ground

efforts to create uncommon solutions for the common good. Tides Canada is a

national Canadian charity dedicated to a healthy environment, social equity, and

economic prosperity. 

 

This study’s 11 interviewees, all of whom had a prior relationship with SSE as social

entrepreneurs, received a $50 honorarium for their participation and were assured

strict confidentiality around their individual responses. Using a guide, the authors of

the study conducted interviews to generate exploratory-interpretive, organizational

case studies (Schwartzman 1993) involving a detailed exploration of the financial

activities and strategies of social entrepreneurs. Participants represent a broad cross-

section of for-purpose entrepreneurial activity. Interviewees were selected along

dimensions including demographics, scale of the enterprise, sector, and venture age. A

summary of relevant details of the interview pool is provided in Figure 1.  
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Entrepreneur Profile 
 
Gender 
Male: 5 
Female: 6 
Non-binary: 0 
 
Persons of Colour: 8 
 
Full-time social entrepreneur: 7 
Part-time social entrepreneur: 4 
 
Household annual incomes:
Range of less than $20K to
$100K (where disclosed) 
 
Ages 
20s: 4 
30s: 3 
40s: 3 
50s: 1 

Venture Profile 
 
Geographic Focus 
Toronto: 3 
Ontario: 3 
National/International: 5 
 
Impact Focus 
Environment: 2 
Social Equity: 6 
Economic Development: 3 
 
Incorporation Status 
Incorporated: 8 
Unincorporated: 3 
 
Venture Age 
0-1 years: 3 
1-3 years: 5 
4-5+ years: 3 
 
Venture annual revenue:  
Range of less than $5K to $350K
(where disclosed) 

Conversations were audio recorded. As the primary researcher (Marjorie Brans) was
also the interviewer, an outside observer (Jerrold McGrath) with a background in
systems design shared in the process of interpretation and insight generation. 
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Figure 1: Participant Demographics
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Well-established businesses are able to access the services of formal financial service

providers like public and cooperative banks. In this study, we found that for every

entrepreneur interviewed, banks were deemed somewhat, and in some cases entirely,

inaccessible as the banks’ services and practices were geared more toward

“conventional” entrepreneurs. Because interviewee selection was skewed to reflect the

experiences of more socially vulnerable entrepreneurs, this finding is not surprising.  

 

Study participants described a variety of factors contributing to bank inaccessibility,

including the following issues: 

 

• Required banking paperwork often contains unfamiliar jargon or documents the

entrepreneurs do not have; 

• Frontline staff can seem unfriendly and sometimes hostile; and, lastly,  

• Traditional banks have no steady presence in lower-income communities and are

therefore not seen as a resource.  

 

Several participants felt that larger banks make attempts to build community ties, but

these efforts seem aimed at burnishing the banks’ reputation outside the community

and not necessarily in the community.  

 

A majority (7 out of 11) had successfully opened either community or business bank

accounts, though the small minority of entrepreneurs opening a business account

reported difficulties convincing a bank to let them open one. Interviewees felt

paperwork requirements were designed to serve as a test of their persistence as

business people versus as a test of their bankability.  
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No one had secured a line of credit or taken a loan, although a little less than half of

participants had obtained a corporate credit card. Many were unwilling to take loans,

having heard stories of entrepreneurs who could not pay them back and regretting the

decision. Some said they’d only consider a loan only where the lack of working capital

was the only thing standing in the way of guaranteed success. 

 

One entrepreneur reported having applied for credit but been turned down; another

could not obtain overdraft protection or a corporate credit card. In these particular

cases, denial of service was rooted in the entrepreneurs’ personal credit issues.

Curiously both participants mentioned having been given credit cards as teenagers with

little financial literacy. The errors of their long-past youth were still haunting them and

they were unable to secure anything more than a chequing and/or savings account. 

  

These last few points bring up a broader pattern we detected: the entrepreneurs with

small business accounts were—with two exceptions—pre-existing personal clients of

the bank in question. The attitude of traditional banks seems to be that social venture

financing is a subset of personal finance. Without a profile as an existing customer or

good personal credit scores, business banking services are hard to obtain. Corporate

credit and loans required even greater tests of personal financial strength, e.g. a pre-

existing mortgage with the bank or other major assets to serve as collateral. 

[The banks] give these big speeches that they 
want to be involved in the community…but really 
and truly, after the event, the [bank] lady didn’t 
even want to talk to me.…I’ve never seen them in 
these communities trying to help one person. 
They preach so much about diversity and helping 
us. They don’t help. 

School for Social Entrepreneurs Ontario  
October 2018
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Even the entrepreneurs with professional graduate degrees and prestigious

professional affiliations said the banks treated them like supplicants when they asked

for a business account. Only one entrepreneur spoke of the relationship with a bank as

very positive, and that bank had services expressly designed to serve social

entrepreneurs. Nearly all of the entrepreneurs spoke of banks, both publicly traded

and cooperative, as institutions that were not eager to do business with them. One

participant summed up this perception as: “if we take your deposits, we’re doing you a

favour; if you want a loan, you had better not be the kind of person who needs one.” 

  

The foregoing observations are disheartening, because financing becomes a chicken

and egg situation where social entrepreneurs cannot obtain financing to become

financially secure, unless they are already personally financially secure. The most

(personally) financially vulnerable entrepreneurs either go without a bank account or

are only able to obtain basic chequing and savings services. About half of the

participants mentioned using personal credit cards, which is just another form of self-

financing.  

 

Nonetheless, several of the participants described a desire to develop a robust

relationship with a bank as doing so might allow for rapid growth trajectories if only

they could move out of self-financing into formal financing like loans. The

following snippet of an interview gives a sense of the missed opportunities: 

 

Interviewer: “Have you ever thought ‘if only I could get some kind of loan or an investment, I’d

be able to buy this amazing piece of equipment and I’d be able to crank out 200 times what I do

now?’” 

 

Participant: “Oh, every day. Every day…Every day! EVERY DAY!...I could basically have a

manufacturing company that could produce way more work, quality-wise, up to par with the

[top brands]…. I’ve turned down a few [jobs] back in the day. But I realized after that, when I

didn’t have certain equipment, I would network with guys who have the equipment and try to

cut a deal on big orders and I get profit and they get profit.” 
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     IF I HAD A DOLLAR FOR 

EVERY TIME SOMEBODY SAID 

YOU HAVE TO GO TALK TO [THE 

BIG BANKS], I’D BE RICH. I 

KNOW KNOW THOSE GUYS. 

BASICALLY THEY LOAN TO THE 

VALUE OF YOUR REAL ESTATE. IF 

YOU DON’T HAVE REAL ESTATE, 

THEY’RE NOT INTERESTED IN 

FINANCING YOU... 

 IN CANADA, THE 
POLITICAL AND 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEM AREN’T SET UP 

FOR ANYTHING BUT 
CONVENTIONAL 

THINKING.   
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Basic versions of the equipment in question cost roughly $25,000, but that sum is out

of the range of affordable for this particular entrepreneur. 

 

While the previous comments about formal financing inaccessibility applies mostly to

publicly traded banks, we found no appreciable difference around feedback on

cooperatives for the interviewees who had direct experience with them. If anything,

these participants were more disappointed in the disconnect between cooperative

banks’ rhetoric and their practices. None of the entrepreneurs with a corporate

account had signed up for services at a cooperative. Several had tried, but were either

denied or dissatisfied with the set-up experience.  

 

A few entrepreneurs with exposure to alternative banking systems in other countries

felt that Canadian banks were less friendly, and at times, hostile to the businesses they

were trying to run. They felt that given their goals of making money and doing good,

they should be treated as prized customers and not as deserving of mistrust. 

In the end, nearly every banked entrepreneur described having to make multiple

attempts at different banks to open an account (community or business), although

once they were approved (e.g. for a credit card) the services were timely.  

 

It is also worth noting that three participants felt the relationship with their bank gave

them credibility as “a real business” and cited positive relationships with specific

bank employees as a factor in their satisfaction with services. 
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Without access to financial services that are more suited to social entrepreneurs,

participants had organically developed alternative strategies to working capital

management. 

 

Every social entrepreneur interviewed implicitly described social entrepreneurship as

a risky professional path. This view was more pronounced among interviewees that

face social barriers including their race, low income level, or status as an immigrant.

That said, even the social entrepreneurs who enjoy relatively high levels of social

privilege reported problems accessing adequate financial services to help them

manage the risks of entrepreneurship. Each participant described strategies to

preserve their financial stability and minimize downside losses. The majority were

choosing growth strategies that allowed for (very) slow, but stable growth, while

minimizing exposure to large negative financial shocks. 

 

Financial Management Strategies 

 

Participants’ risk-minimizing strategies fell into three categories (mitigation,

community financing, and self-financing) summarized in Table 1: 

 

1) Mitigation of financial risk: This group of strategies minimizes the risk of inadequate

working capital and late or non-payment. Entrepreneurs selling tangible goods

reported keeping inventory low for fear that sales would fall short or payments would

arrive later than their need to spend cash. Because the firm’s supply of products is

“lumpy” and unpredictable to customers, some entrepreneurs admitted that their

clients had migrated to inferior, but more consistent competitors. Furthermore,

these entrepreneurs are unable to respond effectively to unexpected spikes in

demand, thereby losing potential sales.  

Toronto, Canada 
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It is important to note that three entrepreneurs stockpile inventory whenever cash is

ample, because the products they offer are non-perishable and raw materials are

cheaper when purchased in bulk, thus pre-empting spikes in cash demand when cash

is tight. 

 

A second mitigation strategy involves minimizing late or non-payment. More than

half the entrepreneurs reported shifting risk to the customer via penalties for late

payment or requring payment upon delivery or a down payment before

commencing work, especially where the entrepreneurs’ business involved an upfront

outlay of third-party inputs (materials or sub-contractors). Where down payments

could not be secured in advance, about half the entrepreneurs chose to forgo the

business relationship for fear that a final sale might not occur.  

 

 

The third major mitigation strategy described was to develop business opportunities

defensively. Several entrepreneurs said they avoid clients with reputations for slow

payment, or they go into the relationship prepared for financial friction. Curiously,

every entrepreneur reporting payment delays pointed to financially robust,

institutional clients as being the most likely to put up barriers to timely payment. It

concerns us that the most vulnerable social entrepreneurs have found themselves

advancing interest-free loans to large institutions as a cost of doing business with

prestigious, brand-enhancing clients. Long turnarounds in payment mean the

institutions keep funds in their interest-bearing accounts while social enterprises are

unable to use the funds to generate financial returns. Meanwhile, their slow-paying

clients benefit from the “halo effect” around their procurement choices.  
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I learned from my mistakes. I don’t hire anyone or 
do anything unless I am certain the money will be 
in my hand. 
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Lastly, some entrepreneurs said they do not invest in prospective business projects,

even those with large upside potential, unless they have a reasonable or ironclad

guarantee they will recoup their upfront investment. For instance, for projects

financed by grant funds, interviewees said they would delay work until the funds had

been secured by the contracting party or they were paid upfront out of other

operating funds. This strategy suggests the sector is aiming lower than it could in

terms of effort invested in social impact and project management efficiency. 

 

2. Self-financing: This group of coping strategies involves drawing from and/or

shuffling resources among different “pots” under the control of the entrepreneur.

These could be pots that contain cash or hard assets or more conceptual resources like

time. 

 

Nearly all of the entrepreneurs described having—at some point, particularly in the

first year of establishment—drawn on personal savings or income from other

employment to smooth shortfalls in operating revenue. Others rely on the fungibility

of funds, explaining that venture revenue in one area could cover temporary shortfalls

in another. As a cash management strategy, fungibility isn’t necessarily detrimental,

but when entrepreneurs take on contracts and sales that are not strategic and are

secured merely as a means to cover cash flow gaps, this approach represents a sub-

optimal use of entrepreneurial energy.  

 

Other examples of self-financing included reducing or deferring consumption,

calling in or taking on personal debts, liquidating idle assets, and hibernating the

business until a time when revenue flows more freely. When cash is tight, it makes

sense for entrepreneurs to cut back on luxuries. We were concerned, however, when

participants reported eliminating basics like food, irreversibly selling off productive

assets, and/or undermining their personal financial situations through debt or draw

down of savings. 
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BECAUSE MY PRODUCTS ARE 
AS [PERISHABLE] AS THEY 
ARE, I DON’T WANT THEM TO 
BE SITTING ON A SHELF AND 
WHEN THEY FINALLY GET 
HANDED OUT, THEY’RE 
SUBPAR...I ONLY PRODUCE [A 
LARGE NUMBER OF 
PRODUCTS] WHEN I CAN BE 
PAID IN FULL FIRST OR I 
KNOW I WILL GET PAID FAST.
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3. Community-financing: A few interviewees mentioned relying on informal financial

instruments that leverage the entrepreneur’s social contacts or the collective financial

strength of their enterprise's employees. 

 

Community-financing strategies sometimes involve a barter of services, family loans,

transacting with friends who can be trusted for payment, and trading only in affinity

networks where social capital could be earned in place of financial capital.  

Alternatively, ventures with multiple employees with differing financial stability

reported that, during lean times, staff collectively decide on a wage payment

schedule to smooth cash flow. Under these arrangements, employees facing urgent

financial needs get paid first. Occasionally, some vendors delay invoicing as a grace

period to social enterprises short on cash. 

 

The challenge with community-financing mechanisms is that they are available only

to the degree that the social entrepreneur belongs to a community with sufficient idle

capital. Communities facing multiple social barriers, almost by definition, have fewer

financial resources, although they may be rich in non-financial resources, like social

capital. Most of the entrepreneurs in this study hail from communities where financial

resources are spread relatively thin.  

 

Cost and Benefits of Participants’ Financial Management Strategies 

 

The financial management strategies described above carry costs relative to the

benefits of coverage (what sorts of cash gaps it solves), timeliness (how quickly a cash

gap can be avoided or cash infusion can be obtained), and accessibility (how available

the strategy is to entrepreneurs from all walks of life).  

 

When we understand the “cost” of a strategy, we looked at how they fared in both

financial and non-financial costs, from out-of-pocket financial costs or compromised

future earnings and financial security, to strains on social capital, and psychological

shame or stress.  
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While Strategies 1-3 (mitigation, self-financing, and community financing) provide

comprehensive coverage, relatively timely responses, and easy access, the costs are

significant because they involve sub-optimal business practices, impacts on personal

financial health, and in certain cases, strained community relations when debts are

called in and/or family and friends are leaned upon heavily for financial support.

Table 1 below summarizes the differing costs and benefits of these strategies.  

Toronto, Canada 
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We note that the dominant response to being un- or underbanked is to default

heavily to Strategy 1, which offers a mirror opposite set of costs and benefits to

formal financing. These mirror costs and benefits are reversed in terms of coverage,

timeliness, accessibility, and costs as entrepreneurs move from Mitigation to Formal

Financing. Mitigating cash flow gaps works for every kind of business transaction, is

timely (in that the entrepreneur is fully in control of when and how the strategy is

employed), and any entrepreneur can use the strategy. However, it comes with the cost

of curtailing both the scope and pace of growth, operational efficiency, and social

impact. On the other hand, formal financing seems to be available only for  

 

Table 1: Costs & Benefits of Cash Management Strategies
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Entrepreneurship is like an extreme sport that trades big risks for the promise of big

gains. Social entrepreneurs seek gains to the common good by establishing ventures

that soften the negative impacts of economic, social, cultural, and environmental

developments in a given community, while also generating more equitable

employment, increasing social solidarity, and spurring positive shifts in cultural

attitudes. For instance, growing social inequality—particularly in Canada’s urban

centres—is felt acutely and profoundly. Life expectancy, academic performance,

infant mortality, crime rates, health outcomes, social mobility, and social cohesion

are negatively correlated with increased inequality (Wilkinson & Pickett 2000;

Conference Board of Canada n.d.). Addressing these symptoms and their root causes

is the lofty work of social entrepreneurs.  

 

The irony of social entrepreneurship, however, is that the very challenges

affecting a given community are often replicated in the ventures designed to

overcome those challenges. For example, social entrepreneurs who wish to address

structural racism may find themselves facing racist barriers as they personally

navigate the business development system. In this way, the economic precarity of a

community often manifests as financial precarity for the entrepreneur.  

 

The double-edged nature of the social entrepreneur’s challenge hinders their

ventures’ capacity to realize social impact and financial sustainability quickly and

consistently. Students at SSE Ontario commonly express feelings of shame, failure,

and strained family and romantic relationships over their ventures’ unclear path to

social impact and strong financial performance. When these feelings persist,

entrepreneurs sometimes report retreating into social isolation.  

 

 

 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
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more “commercially conventional” business transactions, requires significant up-front

investments of time to apply for service, and is accessible to only certain

entrepreneurs. Theoretically, formal financing is worth more than it costs as it allows

for greater growth and operational efficiency. 

  



The DUCA Impact Lab is exploring ways to support the working capital needs

of social entrepreneurs. Based on our involvement in this research, we believe

there is a potential marketplace for an affordable cash flow management service

geared toward the special needs of social entrepreneurs. Specifically, we see value

in exploring cash flow supports that respond to varying types of revenue and

expenses and the personal financial strength of the entrepreneur. Below, we detail

our thoughts on each of these aspects. 

 

Personal Financial Strength: We found that the participants who expressed the

greatest stress related to unstable cash flow are those who depend—or whose

employees depend—on their entrepreneurial venture for basic survival (i.e.

housing costs and food). As such, banks that genuinely wish to support social

entrepreneurship would do well to support the social entrepreneurs experiencing

personal financial precariousness. 

 

Certainty Levels of Revenue: We also found that entrepreneurs experienced

different levels of stress related to cash flow depending on the nature and mix

of their venture’s revenue sources, as highlighted in Figure 2. 
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Certain Revenue Uncertain Revenue

Invoice Factoring  
(e.g. FundThrough)

Grant Factoring  
(e.g. Universities)

Match Factoring  
(e.g. SSE Match Trading, artsVest

Figure 2: Factoring for Different Levels of Revenue Certainty
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For social entrepreneurs who rely solely on grant revenue, cash flow is

characterized by highly uncertain boom and bust cycles, with the odds of a

successful grant application depending on a wide range of factors beyond the

entrepreneur’s control, including the competitiveness of the call for proposal; the

size of the grant fund pool; the long timelines between application and notice of

application result; the sometimes non-transparent criteria for funding; and, the

occasional canceling of grant application processes due to a change in

government or foundation management. Immediately following a successful

grant application, cash flows easily, but as grant cycles come to an end, the

pressure to secure another grant rises precipitously unless other types of revenue

can be secured.  

 

At the other end of the spectrum are entrepreneurs who earn all of their revenue

through commercial transactions (like retail operations). These operators enjoy

greater certainty on payment once a sale process commences or a contract is

secured. They also have more control in developing a steady presence in a given

market for their product/service, thereby ensuring minimal levels of commercial

activity. 

 

Between these two poles of certainty lies revenue generation that involves a blend

of entrepreneurial “hustling” through business development, such as consulting

practices where contracts work is tied to clients’ successful commercial work

and/or grant applications. The entrepreneurs who engage in a great deal of

business development for their revenue face greater certainty of payment once a

contract is secured, but their presence in the market is often less stable than

entrepreneurs with, say, a storefront that sees customers on a regular basis. 

 

Financial service providers wishing to support the cash flow needs of these

different types of entrepreneurs should take the differing certainty of revenue

type into account.  

 

Toronto, Canada 
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For those with “certain” revenue, invoice factoring could be quite useful, and we

understand that DUCA is exploring invoice factoring as a product offer in

collaboration with the company FundThrough. invoice factoring is a financial

service where a business or enterprise sells an account receivable (i.e. invoice) to a

third party in exchange for a portion of the value of the invoiced amount. In

essence, invoice factoring allows an entrepreneur, for a fee, to get paid

immediately rather than waiting for customers to process their invoices and

make payment. For some of the entrepreneurs we interviewed, our intuition

suggests that access to invoice factoring could help smooth venture cash flow, be

financially transformative, and lead to greater levels of social impact. 

 

For entrepreneurs with “uncertain” income derived solely or largely from grants,

we point to risk mitigating platforms like universities for inspiration. In these

institutions, professors get paid whether or not their grant applications are

successful. Presumably, universities take a calculated risk that enough of their

professors will be successful in their grant applications, such that the institution

can afford to take a venture capital approach to hiring. Under this approach,

portions of the university effectively perform a grant factoring function.

Although this function comes at the cost of subsidizing the research &

development of less grant-successful parts of the university, as a whole, all parts

benefit from being part of a large, synergistic research hub. A similar grant

factoring platform for grant-based social entrepreneurs would be quite

innovative. 

 

Factoring for entrepreneurs who depend on “business development” could

resemble match factoring services being explored at organizations like SSE and

at Business for the Arts in Toronto. At SSE’s school in London, UK, donors

incentivize the School’s fellows to develop earned income streams by offering a

dollar of philanthropic support for every new dollar of commercial revenue

developed. This “Match Trading” program alleviates the risks of grant-based

entrepreneurs moving away from philanthropic support toward commercial 
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operation. Business for the Arts offers a business development factoring program

called artsVest, where cultural organizations are incentivized to develop

relationships with the private sector. For every dollar of corporate sponsorship

organizations secure, they receive one dollar of grant income.  This scheme

alleviates the opportunity costs and risks of developing a more diversified

revenue stream.  

 

Differing Types of Cost: Traditionally, factoring is defined as the conversion of

credit sales into cash. It is interesting to consider about the factoring analogue of

cost cutting during lean times. In doing so, we see opportunities to develop an

“expense” factoring of sorts, meaning services that convert lower operating

expenses into more cash on hand (relative to baseline spending). As with revenue

factoring, expense factoring services would need to take into account the

different types of venture expenditure, ranging from fixed to variable costs as

highlighted in Figure 3. 
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Highly Embedded Fixed Costs Less Embedded Costs

Co-Working Spaces   
 

Invoice Factoring 
 

Shared Staffing Models 

Figure 3: Examples of Factoring for Different Levels of  
Cost Embeddedness
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On the Fixed Cost side, certain venture expenses such as rent, contracts with

permanent staff, and website maintenance are nearly mandatory for an

entrepreneur to stay in business at a minimal level. These expenses are difficult to

forego even temporarily. 

 

On the other end of the spectrum are Variable Costs like flexible contractors who

are hired during “boom” cycles and who can be let go during “bust” cycles. As

mentioned above, many of the entrepreneurs in this study are loath to bring on

flexible contractors when they are unsure about cash flow. Hiring contractors under

uncertain payment conditions means the entrepreneur becomes responsible for

wages, whether the entrepreneur secures a final sale. Moreover, some entrepreneurs

in this study cited discomfort with flexible work as a contributor to the growing

phenomenon of precarious employment in Canada.  

 

In between these two poles of fixed and variable expenses are optional operating

costs like shared staff, whose wages may be shared by multiple enterprises

collectively holding the financial risk of quasi-permanent staff.  

  

For each of these types of costs, we have seen different examples of expense

factoring. To help entrepreneurs deal with cash flow gaps around deeply embedded

costs, we note a form of fixed cost factoring in co-working spaces like the Centre for

Social Innovation (CSI) or the Impact Hub. These spaces allow entrepreneurs to scale

their operational costs up or down as needed. At CSI, for instance, a venture can

move with relative ease from a hot desk to a permanent desk to a private office and

vice versa, as cash flow fluctuates. Easing the financial pressure of fixed costs allows

entrepreneurs to focus cash reserves during lean times on the embedded costs that

are less amenable to this kind of ebb and flow in cash levels, like website

maintenance.  
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In terms of optional operating cost factoring, shared staffing models like

Sidekicks Work allow for permanent staff to be hired, but at fluctuating levels

depending on cash flow strength. (Full disclosure: Sidekicks is operated by SSE

Ontario’s Managing Director Chryssa Koulis. Although she was not directly

involved in this study, we think it important to mention her relationship to this

example.)  

 

Under these optional cost factoring models, a central hiring organization takes on

the financial risk of offering durable employment to staff while allocating their

time to a portfolio of clients whose cash flow varies. Collectively the portfolio can

offer a steady source of employment even while individual member company

hiring practices experience volatility. This staffing model is akin to the risk

pooling that occurs in insurance. In insurance, risk is pooled centrally under the

presumption that when a financial shock occurs in one part of the portfolio, it can

be absorbed in another part, thereby smoothing the financial experience for all

subscribers to a given risk pool.   

 

As for variable cost factoring, a service like invoice factoring (discussed earlier)

can give entrepreneurs the certainty they need to hire flexible contractors once a

service agreement has been made.  
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CONCLUSION
 

This study has surfaced three drivers that will contribute to the demand for cash

flow management services like revenue and expense factoring: perception of the

cost-benefit ratio of the service; accessibility of the service; and trust in the

provider of the service.  
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On the revenue side, none of the participants had direct experience with

factoring of any type.  That said, one interviewee had indirect experience with

invoice factoring through a prior employer, a large social enterprise. This

particular participant had the impression that invoice factoring offered critical

cash injections, albeit at a high price. The interviewee was, however, open to the

idea that some invoice factoring services might be affordable. On the expense

side, many had experience with co-working spaces and a few with shared

staffing models.  

 

In terms of participants’ perceptions of the theoretical value of factoring, we

detected an important signal in the data, namely that those most likely to say

factoring would be highly valuable were the entrepreneurs who depend—or

whose employees depend—on the venture for basic survival (i.e. housing costs

and food). This observation applied from tiny sole proprietorships to the largest

of the ventures sampled. Where cash flow gaps cause employees to miss rent

payments or other basic necessities, factoring services were viewed as a potential

godsend. 

 

Interviewees who derive the majority of their income from the social enterprise,

but who have few financial resources outside of the venture, said factoring could

be potentially transformative to their well-being and livelihoods. Several

participants spoke at length about the toll financial precarity has had on them and

their families when basic living costs could not be guaranteed due to cash flow

gaps and suboptimal levels of working capital. 
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Entrepreneurs whose basic needs were covered by other jobs or by living in

households with high wage earners felt that factoring might be too costly relative

to the benefits for their current financial situations, but they were open to the

idea down the line. 

 

In terms of accessibility, all participants said that if they ever access factoring,

they would prefer to do so through convenient options that recognize how lean

social enterprise operations are. For instance, services that are offered online are

efficient, attractive, and low cost. Not surprisingly, participants said they would

prefer factoring services that do not erect the same barriers to access as

traditional banks (i.e. requirements to have good personal credit; major personal

collateral; or excessive paperwork requirements).  
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This year, I realized how much social isolation this 
[financially precarious] lifestyle has brought me, 
how much it has affected my own mental health. 
It affects how you deliver your work and your 
confidence in your work, because you can feel so 
socially isolated and…not as socially savvy to hold 
conversations…. Losing touch of that, I’ve seen my 
[professional] skills even go down because of the 
lack of social interactions. 
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Several interviewees mentioned they would want a factor provider who would treat

the relationship with customers like a partnership and collaboration with social do-

gooders and not a cold, financial transaction. They spoke to the fact that other

institutions in society were trying to help them succeed and banks could do their part

by offering flexible terms, assistance with opening accounts, and treating them like

attractive clients.  

 

In short, the overall attitude toward factoring was neutral to positive, and we do not

see any major barriers to factoring adoption among the entrepreneurs who need to

smooth cash flow quickly.  

 

The promise appears to be that factoring could help transition social entrepreneurs

from a self-limiting focus on managing downside risk and open them up to a focus

on upside growth. The challenge from a marketing perspective is that participants’

sub-optimal “business as usual” practices may not be perceived as a pain point,

particularly as the loss of upside potential is invisible to the entrepreneur, while the

implications of downside risk are immediate and visceral.  

 

The biggest contribution financial service providers could make to the cash

management infrastructure available to social entrepreneurs is to design instruments

that treat personal and venture financing as a holistic package of support versus

treating personal finances as a litmus test of who can access venture financing.  

Factoring offers a potentially elegant solution to social enterprises facing lower levels

of institutional or personal resiliency.  

 

Most interview participants perceived a high level of control over downside risk, but

low levels of control over upside growth. The potential for firm failure or personal

bankruptcy motivates entrepreneurs to introduce coping mechanisms that place

high opportunity costs on the entrepreneurial venture. Factoring could increase the

velocity of trading activity while simultaneously increasing social impact.   
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While all the models of factoring possibilities are unclear and experimental, what is

clear is that increased access to basic services like chequing and savings accounts as

well as factoring could be highly beneficial to Ontario’s social entrepreneurs. Building

the financial support infrastructure is the least we can do to support the entrepreneurs

who are precariously serving their economically precarious communities. 
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